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Qubit memory entangled with pho-
tonic qubit is the building block for
quantum repeaters.Cavity-enhanced spin-
wave–photon entanglement with sub-
second lifetime has been demonstrated
by applying dual control modes onto
optical-lattice atoms.However, owing to
double-mode retrievals in that experi-
ment, retrieval efficiency of spin-wave
qubit is about one quarter lower than
that for a single spin-wave mode.Here,
by coupling cold atoms to two modes
of a polarization-interferometer-based cav-
ity,we achieve perfectly-enhanced qubit re-
trieval in long-lived atom-photon entangle-
ment.A write-laser beam is applied onto
the cold atoms to create a magnetic-field-
insensitive spin-wave qubit entangled with
a photonic qubit.The spin-wave qubit is
retrieved with a single-mode read-laser
beam, and the quarter retrieval-efficiency
loss is avoided.Our experimental data
shows that zero-delay intrinsic retrieval
efficiency is up to 77% and 1/e lifetime
1ms. At 50% retrieval efficiency, the stor-
age time reaches 540µs, which is 13.5 times
longer than the best reported result.
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1 Introduction

A qubit memory entangled with a photonic
qubit forms the building block (repeater node)
for long-distance quantum communications [1–3],
large-scale quantum internet [4, 5], and quan-
tum clock network [6] through a quantum re-
peater (QR) [1, 2]. In past decades, optical
quantum memories (QMs) have been experimen-
tally demonstrated with various matter systems
[7] such as atomic ensembles [1, 8] and single-
quantum systems including individual atoms [9,
10], ions [11], and solid-state spins [12, 13]. Com-
pared with the QMs in a single-quantum system,
the atomic-ensemble-based QMs feature collec-
tive enhancement and promise higher retrieval
efficiencies [1].With atomic ensembles, optical
QMs has been demonstrated via various schemes
[7, 8, 14, 15]including Duan–Lukin–Cirac–Zoller
(DLCZ) protocol [1, 16–38] and “read-write” [14]
(or called “absorptive” [15]) schemes such as
electromagnetically-induced-transparency (EIT)
dynamics [39–52], photon echoes [53–60], Raman
memory [61–63] and its variants [64, 65], etc. In
contrast to the “read-write” schemes, the DLCZ
protocol establishes QMs via spontaneous Raman
emissions of Stokes photon induced by a write
pulse instead of storing single specific (incoming)
photons [14]. Since DLCZ protocol can directly
produces non-classically correlated [16–28] or en-
tangled [29–38] pairs of a Stokes photon and a
spin-wave memory, it benefits for practically re-
alizing QRs [1].

High-efficiency and long-lived QMs are
required for effectively achieving quantum infor-
mation tasks [1, 3, 7]. For the distribution of an
entangled pair over a distance L =600 km using
quantum repeater based on atomic-ensemble
memories that have enough long lifetime, Ref.
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[1] plots the required average time as a function
of the memory efficiency in Fig. 19. The Figure
shows that the efficiency of the memories is
enormous importance to achieve reasonable
entanglement distribution rates. For example,
an increase in the memory efficiency from
89% to 90%, i.e., a 1% increase in retrieval
efficiency, leads to a decrease (an improvement)
in the entanglement distribution time (rate) by
10%–14% (11%-16%), depending on the proto-
col. For a practical memory, the lifetime at 50%
efficiency denotes the storage time within which
one can retrieve the memory with an efficiency
exceeding 50%. The lifetime at 50% efficiency
has been used to characterize high-performance
memories that have simultaneously high retrieval
efficiency and long lifetime in previous works
[20, 24]. Additionally, establishing entanglement
between two nodes separated by L=300 km in
a “heralded” fashion requires storing a qubit for
at least L/c=1.5 ms [34, 66], with c being the
speed of light in fibers. To realize long-lived
QMs, significant progresses have been made
with cold atomic ensembles [19–24, 32–34, 56].
These studies show that atomic-motion-induced
decoherence can be suppressed either by length-
ening spin-wave wavelengths [20, 21, 32, 34, 55]
or confining the atoms in optical lattices [22–
24, 32, 33]. Inhomogeneous-broadening-induced
decoherence may be suppressed by storing
spin waves (SWs) in magnetic-field-insensitive
(MFI) coherences, which includes three spin
transitions

∣∣∣5S1/2, F = 1,mF = ±1, 0
〉

↔∣∣∣5S1/2, F = 2,mF = ∓1, 0
〉

for 87Rb atoms,
where,mF1 = 0 ↔ mF2= 0 is called clock coher-
ence. In a specific DLCZ experiment, one can
store SWs in one of the MFI coherences [24].

In previous long-lived atom–photon entan-
glement generation via DLCZ protocol [32], a
Mach–Zehnder interferometer, whose two arms
are used to encode photonic qubit, is built
around optical-lattice Rb atoms. Two spatially-
distinctive SWs associated with the clock coher-
ence and correlated with the Stokes fields emit-
ting into the two arms, respectively, are created
by a write beam and stored as memory qubit.
To maintain maximal entanglement, the relative
phase between the two arms was actively stabi-
lized by coupling an auxiliary laser beam into
the interferometer.The lifetime of entanglement
storage reaches 0.1 s but the retrieval efficiency

is only 16% due to weak atom-photon interac-
tions [32]. The high-efficiency memories for sin-
gle photons have been achieved by using either
high-optical-depth cold atoms [50, 51] or cou-
pling moderate-optical-depth atoms with a low-
finesse optical cavity [21, 24, 30, 33].In high-
optical-depth cold atoms, the efficiencies of the
storages of single-photon entanglement [51] and
polarization qubit [50] reach 85%, while their life-
times are only ∼15µs. Using the cavity-enhanced
scheme, Pan’s group demonstrated intrinsic re-
trieval efficiency up to 76% in a DLCZ experiment
that create polarization atom-photon entangle-
ment [30].In that experiment, the spin-wave qubit
is stored as superimposition of magnetic-field-
sensitive and MFI coherences. Limiting to fast
decoherence of the magnetic-field-sensitive coher-
ence, the memory lifetime is only 30 µs [30].
Efficient and long-lived atom-photon quantum
correlations has been demonstrated by applying
a write beam onto optical-lattice atoms, where
the atomic SW is stored in the clock coherence
and coupled to a ring cavity with its length
being locked [24]. The efficiencies at zero de-
lay reach to 76% and at 50-ms storage time to
50%. [24].On this basis, Pan’s group demon-
strated cavity-enhanced atom-photon entangle-
ment with sub-second lifetime[33].The group ap-
plied two spatially-distinctive write beams, one
of which is H-polarized and another V-polarized,
onto the lattice atoms to create H- and V- po-
larized Stokes emissions into single-mode cav-
ity. The two polarizations of the Stokes emis-
sions form photonic qubit.At the same time, two
“clock” SW modes, one is correlated with H-
polarized and another with V-polarized Stokes
fields, are created and stored as memory qubit.
That experiment [33] removes the M–Z inter-
ferometer used in Ref. [32] and then avoids
experimental complexity due to interferometer-
mediated coupling between atoms and a cavity.
The SW qubit is retrieved by applying H- and V-
polarized read beams, where the H (V) read beam
is applied along the direction opposite to the H-
(V-) polarized write beam. The SW correlated
with the H (V) Stokes photon is mapped into
the cavity mode by the H- (V-) polarized read
beam. However, the SW correlated with the H
(V) photon is also retrieved by the V- (H-) polar-
ized read-laser beam and direct into the directions
other than the cavity mode. Such double-mode
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retrievals for SW qubit [33] leads to a significant
decrease in retrieval efficiency compared to the
single-mode retrieval in Ref. [24] at all storage
times. For example, the efficiency of retrieving
the spin-wave qubit was only 58% at zero delay
[33], about three quarters that of retrieving the
single-mode one (76%) [24].At 50% efficiency, the
lifetime of the memory for qubit was only ∼40µs
[33].Here, we overcome the imperfect retrieval in
Ref.[33] by coupling cold atoms to a two-mode
ring cavity based on a polarization interferome-
ter. The interferometer is mainly formed by two
beam displacers (BD1 and BD2). The relative
phase between the two arms is passively stabi-
lized, which has been demonstrated in previous
experiments [43, 49–51, 67, 68].Two optical lenses
are inserted in the interferometer, which make in-
terferometer’s two arms (AR and AL) crossway
pass-through cold atoms. By arranging interfer-
ometer’s configuration, the ring cavity simulta-
neously supports the two arms as cavity modes
cf. below. By applying a write beam, we create
two SWs associated with the clock coherence and
correlated with the Stokes emissions into the cav-
ity modes AR and AL, respectively.The two SWs
are retrieved by a read beam and then avoid the
double-mode retrieval.The two Stokes (retrieved)
fields form a photonic qubit and resonate with
the cavity. The intrinsic qubit retrieval efficien-
cies reach 50% (66.7%) at 540-µs (230-µs) stor-
age time, which is 13.5 (24) times higher than
the best reported results [33] ([30]).The measured
Bell parameter for atom-photon entanglement is
2.5 ± 0.02 at zero delay.Unlike the previous ex-
periments [21, 24, 30, 33, 69, 70], our experi-
ment demonstrated that the two arms of the po-
larization interferometer can be simultaneously
supported by a ring cavity, which enable per-
fect retrieval in cavity-enhanced and long-lived
atom–photon entanglement.

2 Experimental method

As shown in the schematic diagram Fig.1a, the
heart of experimental setup is a ring cavity in-
serted by a polarization interferometer with cold
atoms (circled by dashed line). The ring cavity is
formed by three flat mirrors (HR1,2,3) with high
reflection and a flat output coupler (OC) with a
reflectance of 80%. It supports TEM00 mode A00
that propagates in the whole cavity [71]. When

the polarization interferometer is inserted in the
cavity, the A00 mode has the path from BD2
to BD1 via OC and HR1 (black line in Fig.1a).
When the mode A00 propagates along clockwise,
it will be split into H (horizontally) and V (ver-
tically) -polarized components by BD2, both di-
rect into the interferometer’s two arms AR and
AL, respectively. Two optical lenses lens1 and
lens2, which have the same focus length F0, are
inserted in the interferometer. Then, the arms
AR and AL crossway pass through the atoms and
couple with the atoms, respectively. The more
detailed explanations of the AR and AL paths
can be found in Supplementary material [71]. By
setting the distance between lens1 and lens2 to
be 2F0, the two arms are well recombined into
the mode A00 by BD1 and then supported by the
cavity. In our experiment, the spot size of A00 is
set to be a large value (5.2mm) in order to de-
crease the mode losses escaping from the cavity.
The measured loss of the mode A00 via AR (AL)
path escaping from cavity per round trip is∼3.2%
(3.2%). So, the two arms AR and AL may serve
as cavity modes.

The atomic ground levels|a〉 =
∣∣∣5S1/2, F= 1

〉
and |b〉 =

∣∣∣5S1/2, F= 2
〉

together with the

excited level|e1〉 =
∣∣∣5P1/2, F

′= 1
〉

(|e2〉 =∣∣∣5P1/2, F
′= 2

〉
) form a Λ-type system [Fig.1b

and c]. After the atoms are prepared in the
Zeeman state |a,mFa = 0〉, we start spin-wave-
photon (atom-photon) entanglement generation.
At the beginning of a trial [71], a 795-nm σ+

-polarized write pulse with red-detuned by 110
MHz to the |a〉 → |e1〉 transition is applied to
the atoms along z-axis through a beam split-
ter BS1. This write pulse induces the Ra-
man transition |a,mFa = 0〉 → |b,mFb = 0〉 via
|e1,mFe = 1〉 [Fig. 1b], which emit σ+ -polarized
Stokes photons and simultaneously create SW
excitations associated with the clock coherence
|ma = 0〉 ↔ |mb = 0〉. If the Stokes photon
is emitted into the cavity mode AR (AL) and
moves towards the right, one collective excita-
tion will be created in the SW mode MR (ML)
defined by the wave-vector kMR

= kW − kSR

(kML
= kW − kSL

), where kW is the wave-
vector of the write pulse and kSR

(kSL
) that of

the Stokes photon in the cavity AR (AL) mode.
The angle between the mode AR (AL) and the
write beam is θR ≈ 0.0530 ([θl ≈ −0.0530)
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[71]. Such small angles make SW wavelengths be
long, suppressing atomic-motion-induced deco-
herence [34].The σ+ -polarized Stokes fields in AR
and AL modes propagate along clockwise, which
are transformed into H-polarized fields by a λ/4
wave-plate QWS . Furthermore, the H-polarized
field in AL is transformed into V-polarized field
by a λ/2 wave-plate HWS . Both fields are com-
bined into the cavity mode A00 by BD2 and form
a Stokes qubit Sqbit. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the
write pulse also induces the Raman transition
|a,mFa = 0〉 → |b,mFb = 2〉 via |e1,mFe = 1〉 ,
which emit σ− -polarized Stokes photons and
simultaneously create SWs associated with the
magnetic-field-sensitive coherence |mFa = 0〉 ↔
|mFb = 2〉. If the σ−-polarized Stokes photon di-
rect into the mode AR (AL) and propagate along
clockwise, it will be transformed into V- (H-) po-
larized photon by the QWS (QWS and HWS)
and then is excluded from the A00 cavity mode
by BD2. Propagating in A00, the Sqbit returns
the interferometer. It is split into H and V -
polarized fields by BD1, which direct into AR and
AL modes, respectively. Both Stokes modes are
transformed into σ+ -polarization by wave-plates
[71] and then interact with the atoms again. The
spin-wave qubit formed by MR and ML modes is
entangled with Sqbit , which is written as:

Φa−p =
(
|H〉S |MR〉+ eiϕS |V 〉S |ML〉

)
/
√

2 (1)

where, |H〉S (|V 〉S) denotes the H- (V-) polarized
Stokes photon, |MR〉 (|ML〉) one SW excitation
in the mode MR ( ML), ϕS the relative phase
between the two Stokes emissions from the atoms
to BD2 via AR and AL paths.

After a storage time t, we apply a σ+ -polarized
read pulse onto the atoms through a beam split-
ter BS2. The read pulse is red-detuned by 110
MHz to the |b〉 → |e2〉 transition and counter-
propagates with the write beam, which convert
the spin-wave |MR〉 (|ML〉) into anti-Stokes pho-
ton. The anti-Stokes photon retrieved from |MR〉
(|ML〉) is σ+ -polarized and emitted into the spa-
tial mode determined by the wave-vector con-
straint kASR

≈ −kSR
(kASL

≈ −kSL
), i.e., it

propagates along anti-clockwise in the arm AR
(AL). The anti-Stokes fields in AR and AL are
transformed into H-polarized fields by a λ/4-plate
QWAS . Furthermore, the anti-Stokes field in AL
is transformed into V-polarized field by a λ/2-
plate HWAS . Both fields are combined into an

 

  

Figure 1: Schematic diagram for experimental setup (a):
A polarization interferometer formed by two beam dis-
placers (BD1 and BD2) is inserted into a ring cavity. A
locking laser pulse is coupled to the A00 mode through
a beam splitter (BS). Leaks of the cavity-locking pulse
from HR1 are detected by a fast photodiode (PD) to gen-
erate error signals. The error signals are amplified and
used to drive a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) to sta-
bilize the cavity length. OSFS: optical-spectrum-filter
set [34]; PC: phase compensator; BS1 (BS2): non-
polarizing beam splitter with a reflectance of 1% (3%).
(b) and (c) are relevant atomic levels involved in the
write and read processes, respectively, W (R): write
(read) laser.

.

anti-Stokes qubit ASqbit by BD1 and then prop-
agate in A00 mode along anti-clockwise. The
ASqbit is split into H- and V- polarized fields by
BD2, which direct into AR and AL modes, respec-
tively. Next, both anti-Stokes modes are trans-
formed into σ+-polarization by wave-plates [71]
and then interact with the atoms. So, the atoms
are repeatedly coupled with the cavity modes.
The two-photon entangled state is written as:

Φp−p =
(
|H〉S |H〉AS + ei(ϕS+ϕAS) |V 〉S |V 〉AS

)
/
√

2
(2)

where, the subscript S (AS) denotes the Stokes
(anti-Stokes) photon,ϕAS the relative phase be-
tween the two anti-Stokes emissions from the
atoms to BD1 via AR and AL paths. In our ex-
periment, the sum of ϕAS and ϕS is passively
set to zero with a phase compensator [71]. The
cavity length is actively stabilized by coupling
a cavity-locking beam through OC. The Stokes
and anti-Stokes fields are tuned to resonate with
the ring cavity [71]. As shown in Fig.1, the es-
caped Stokes (anti-Stokes) photon from OC is
coupled to a sing-mode fiber and then is guided
into a polarization-beam splitter PBSS (PBSAS).
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Two outputs of PBSS (PBSAS) are sent to single-
photon detectors D1 (D3) and D2 (D4). The
polarization angle θS (θAS) of the Stokes (anti-
Stokes) field is changed by rotating a λ/2-plate
beforePBSS (PBSAS).

3 Results

The intrinsic retrieval efficiency refers to spin-
wave-to-photon conversion efficiency [1, 17, 20,
24, 30, 33], which is defined as the probability of
converting the spin-wave excitation into the read-
out photon in the a well-defined spatial-temporal
mode (cavity mode) at the output of ensembles.
The intrinsic retrieval efficiency of the SW qubit
can be measured as Rincqbit = PS,AS/ (ηTDPS) [71],
where PS,AS = PD1,D3

+PD2,D4
denotes the prob-

ability of detecting a coincidence between the
Stokes and anti-Stokes fields;PD1,D3

(PD2,D4
)

is the probability of detecting a coincidence be-
tween the detectors D1 (D2) and D3 (D4) for
θS = θAS = 0◦ ,PS = PD1

+PD2
the probability of

detecting Stokes photon, PD1
(PD2

) is the prob-
ability of detecting a photon at D1 (D2); ηTD =
ηespηtηD is the total detection efficiency of the
read-out (anti-Stokes) channel, which includes
the efficiency of light escaping from the ring
cavity,ηesp ≈ 60% , the transmission efficiency
from the cavity to the detectors,ηt ≈ 36% [71],
and the detection efficiency of the single-photon
detectors,ηD ≈ 68% .Thus, the total detection
efficiency is ηTD ≈ 15% .Moreover, the intrinsic
retrieval efficiency for an individual SW MR and
ML mode is defined as RincL = PD1,D3

/
(
ηTDPD1

)
(RincR = PD2,D4

/
(
ηTDPD2

)
).Fig.2 plots the mea-

sured efficiencies Rincqbit (red circle dots), RincL (blue
square dots), and RincR (green triangle dots) as
functions of storage time t.From the figure, we
see that Rincqbit ≈ RincL ≈ RincR for different times
t, which means that the retrieval efficiency for an
SW qubit is the same as that for a single-mode
SW. This shows that the efficiency loss of retriev-
ing the qubit, which is a key limit in state-of-the-
art work [33], is overcome in our experiment.The
solid grey curve is the fit to the retrieval efficien-
cies Rincqbit ,R

inc
L andRincR according to the function

R(t)=R0
(
exp

(
−t2/τ2

0
)

+ exp (−t/τ0)
)
/2 , which

yields retrieval efficienciesR0 = 77% ,R(t =
0.23ms) ≈ 66.7% andR(t = 0.54ms) ≈ 50%
, together with a memory lifetime τ0 ≈ 1ms

.In our presented memory, the SWs is stored
in the “clock” coherence, thus, the influence
on the memory lifetime of the inhomogeneous-
broadening-induced decoherence is very small
and then can be neglected (for details see Supple-
mentary note 5 in Ref [34]). The lifetime limited
by SW decoherence due to the atomic random
motions is estimated to be 1.4 ms [71]. Such life-
time estimation is basically in agreement with our
experimental result in Fig.2, which shows that
our presented memory is mainly limited to the
atomic-motion-induced decoherence.

Figure 2: Intrinsic retrieval efficiencies as a function of
storage time t for χ = 1% . Error bars represents 1
standard deviation.

.

Next, we measure the
Clauser–Horne–Shimony–Holt (CHSH) inequal-
ity, which is a type of Bell inequality, to confirm
the spin-wave-photon entanglement state Φa−p
.The Bell CHSH parameter is defined as SBell =∣∣∣∣∣ E(θS , θAS)− E(θS , θ′AS)

+E(θ′S , θAS) + E(θ′S , θ′AS)

∣∣∣∣∣ < 2 with the

correlation function E(θS , θAS) , which is written
as C13(θS ,θAS)+C24(θS ,θAS)−C14(θS ,θAS)−C23(θS ,θAS)

C13(θS ,θAS)+C24(θS ,θAS)+C14(θS ,θAS)+C23(θS ,θAS) .
For example, C13(θS , θAS) (C24(θS , θAS) )
denotes the coincidence counts between the de-
tectors D1 (D2) and D3 (D4) for the polarization
angles θS and θAS .We used the canonical settings
θS = 0◦ ,θ′S = 45◦ ,θAS = 22.5◦ and θ′AS = 67.5◦
in measuring the Bell parameterSBell .Fig.
3 shows the decay of SBell as a function of
storage time t (blue squares) for χ = 2%
.Att ≈ 0µs ,SBell = 2.5 ± 0.02 , while at t
=1.15 ms, SBell = 2.05 ± 0.03 . These violate
the Bell inequality by 25 and 1.7 standard
deviations, respectively.Furthermore, at t=2.6
ms,SBell = 1.15± 0.03 . From Fig.3, one can see
that S parameter degrades with storage time t.
The reason for this degradation mainly results
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from SW decaying with t [1, 72, 73], which has
been observed in Fig.2.

Figure 3: Measured Bell parameter as a function of stor-
age time t for χ = 2%. Error bars represent 1 standard
deviation.

.

With the measured Bell parameters, we may
estimate the fidelity F of the atom-photon entan-
gled state. For an entangled state, the relation-
ship of visibility V and Bell parameter S can be
expressed as V = S/2

√
2 [74] and the relation-

ship of the entanglement fidelity F and the visi-
bility V can be expressed as F = (3V + 1) /4 [75].
So, the relationship of F and S can be written as
F=

(
3S/2

√
2+1

)
/4 . According to this relation-

ship, we obtain that the measured S=1.15 corre-
sponds to a F=0.55, which exceeds the bound of
0.5 required to observe entanglement for a Bell
state.

At zero delay, the measured data of S param-
eter in our experiment is higher than the mea-
sured result of 2.30(3) in Ref.[31], but lower than
the measured result of 2.64(9) in Ref.[33]. Com-
pared to the experiment in Ref.[33], where the
angles are > 2.50, the angles in our experiment
are set to be very small (0.0530) for achieving
long wavelength storage. While, the small-angle
storage leads to a bad separation between write
(read) beam and write-out (read-out) detection
channel, which then degrade the quality of the en-
tangled state. When using optical-lattice atoms
instead of MOT cold atoms, we may give up the
small-angle storage scheme used for suppressing
the atomic-motion-induced decoherence.

For comparison, we plot Fig. 4 to show the
measured retrieval efficiencies for the memories
restricted to qubit storages as functions of storage
times in various systems via different schemes.
One can see that our experimental result of 50%
(66.7%) intrinsic retrieval efficiency for a stor-

age time of 540 µs (230 µs) is 13.5 (24) times
higher than the previously reported best result
[33] ([30]).

Figure 4: Retrieval efficiencies of memory qubit vs stor-
age time t in various systems. The shaded region shows
the result for an ideal-optical-fiber loop. Curves (a) and
(b) are the results for storages of single-photon [50] and
weak-coherent-light [49] qubits via EIT in high-optical-
density cold atoms. Curve (c) represents the results for
qubit memory stored as MFI spin waves via EIT in cold
atoms [44]. Curve (d) represents single-photon qubit
storage via EIT in single atoms [10]. Curves (e), (f), (g)
and (h), corresponding to the results in Refs.[30], [32],
[33] and our experiment, respectively, represent qubit
memories via DLCZ protocol.

.

4 Conclusion

The use of the polarization interferometer in the
cavity enables us to apply a write beam to cre-
ate two SW modes of the memory qubit, both
associated with the clock coherence and coupled
to the ring cavity. Thanks to phase-matching
condition, the two SW modes are retrieved by
a read beam. The relative phase between the
two arms is passively stabilized and easily set to
be zero by the phase compensator.On this ba-
sis, we achieve quadruple resonance of the cav-
ity with the Stokes and retrieved fields propa-
gating in the cavity modes AR and AL, respec-
tively. This represents the first demonstration
of an atomic ensemble simultaneously coupled
into two TEM00 modes of a cavity. Due to the
uses of the two-arm ring cavity, our presented
setup avoids the double-mode retrieval efficiency
loss in Ref. [33]. We achieve atom-photon en-
tanglement with zero-delay retrieval efficiency of
77% and millisecond lifetime.At 50% retrieval ef-
ficiency, the storage time reaches 540µs, which
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is 13.5 times longer than the best reported re-
sult [33]. To generate and verify heralded en-
tanglement in a repeater link with long separa-
tion distances requires to use long-lifetime and
high-efficiency atom-photon entanglement inter-
face as repeater nodes. For example, for gen-
erating heralded entanglement in a L=100 km
link, the storage time of the nodes is required
to exceed the link communication time of L/c
=500µs , where c = 2 ∗ 108m/s is the light speed
in fibers. Combining quantum frequency conver-
sion that change Stokes photon from 795 nm into
the telecommunications band [9, 31, 35, 76], our
presented setup can be well used for demonstrat-
ing such a repeater link. More important, at
this storage time, our presented setup still has
50% retrieval efficiency, which promises one to
effectively verify the heralded entanglement. In
the quantum memories for a single mode SW
using optical-lattice atoms[24, 33], the storage
time at 50% retrieval efficiency reaches 50 mil-
liseconds, which is far longer than that in the
memories for qubit. In our presented experi-
ment, the storage lifetime is limited to SW de-
coherence caused by motions of cold atoms. If
we use optical-lattice atoms instead of the cold
atoms in the presented setup, the storage time
at 50% qubit retrieval efficiency will be extended
to 50 milliseconds, which would be of benefit
in QR-based long-distance quantum communi-
cations. Furthermore, by selecting more cavity
modes to couple with the atoms, we will achieve
massively-multiplexed and high-reversible spin-
wave–photon entanglement with long lifetime and
then is used for achieving long-distance (1000-
km) entanglement distributions through QR [71].
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A Supplementary material
A.1 Two-mode ring cavity based on polarization interferometer
As shown in the Fig.1 in the main text, our experimental setup is mainly formed by the ring optical
cavity inserted by the polarization interferometer with cold atoms in it. As mentioned in the main
text, the ring cavity is formed by three flat mirrors (HR1,2,3) and a flat output coupler (OC). The cold
atoms are placed at location O. To explain our experimental scheme, we firstly discuss the ring cavity
without the polarization interferometer, which is shown in Fig.5. The transfer (ABCD) matrix of the

Figure 5: Ring cavity without the polarization interferometer
.

ring cavity with a length of L is given by TC1 =
[
A B
C D

]
=
[

1 L
0 1

]
, which show that the ring

cavity satisfy the critical condition (A + D)/2 = 1 . By aligning the cavity mirrors, we may make
a TEM00 light beam, which has a small divergence angle, bounce back and forth in the cavity. The
propagating path of the cavity mode A00denotes as the black line in Fig.5. To decrease the escaping
loss of the mode A00 when it propagates in the cavity, we set its spot size (diameter) to be large, whose
value is 5.2 mm in our presented experiment. The measured loss of the mode A00 escaping from the
cavity per round trip is 2.7 %, which is far less than the 20% transmission of OC and allows the mode
A00 to serve as the cavity mode. As shown in Fig. 5, the A00 cavity mode goes though the cold atoms,
which is coincided with the z-axis during the path from HR2 to HR3. In our experiment, the z-axis is
quantum direction defined by a bias magnetic field (4G), along which the write beam is applied.

A common polarization interferometer is formed by two identical beam displacers (BD1 and BD2)
separated by a distance. Fig.6 shows the configuration of the common polarization interferometer,
where, an arbitrarily-polarized light beam moves towards the right and enters the BD1. The BD1 split
the light beam into H-polarized and V-polarized components. Both beam components direct into AR
and AL arms of the interferometer, respectively, parallel propagate, and then are recombined into a
light beam by BD2.
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Figure 6: A common polarization interferometer
.

Figure 7: Diagram of the two-mode ring cavity based on the polarization interferometer
.

In our experimental set-up, the polarization interferometer is combined into the ring cavity and the
two arms are required to couple with the cold atomic ensemble. For which, BD1 (BD2) is inserted in
between HR1 and HR2 (HR3 and OC) and two lenses (lens1 and lens2) are inserted in between two
beam displacers.As shown in Fig.7, the lens1 (lens2) is inserted in between BD1 and HR2 (between BD2
and HR3).For setting the polarizations of the two arms to be a specific polarization (σ+ -polarization),
we insert the 1/4 wave-plates QWAS and QWS in the two arms and 1/2 wave-plates QWAS and QWS

only in AL arm. The optical axis of BD1 (BD2) is arranged to be parallel with the A00 path line in
the cavity. The lengths from the lens1 or lens2 to the atomic center O is L0. Both lenses have the
same focal length F0= L0. We also insert two beam-transformation devices, i.e., BTD1 and BTD2, in
between BD1 and lens1 and BD2 and lens2, respectively. BTD1 (BTD2) is formed by two lenses, which
can shrink (expand) the two-separation distance between the two arms by a factor of FBTD when they
propagate along clockwise [1]. Importantly, the two arms remain parallel after going through BTD.
We now explain the paths of the two arms of the interferometer and then discuss the reason for
introducing the BTDs. When A00 mode propagates along clockwise in the cavity, it will be split into
H- and V- polarized components by BD1. The H-polarized and V-polarized components of the A00
mode propagate in the two arms (AR and AL), respectively, whose separation distance denotes by D.
After going through BTD1, the arms AR and AL still propagate parallel but their distance reduces to
D/FBTD. As shown in Fig.7, we carefully arrange the lens1 to make the distance from its main optical
axis (dashed line) to the AR or AL path line be all equal to df . Both components of the A00 mode
are reflected by HR2. The V-polarized component is transformed into H-polarization by the 1/2-wave-
plate HWAS . Subsequently, both H-polarized components are transformed into σ+ -polarization by the
1/4-wave-plate QWAS and then crossways go through the atoms (the location O). The angle between
the arm AR (AL) and the write beam (along z-axis) is given by θR = df/L0 ( θL = df/L0 ).Next,
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both σ+ -polarized components are transformed into H-polarization by the 1/4-wave-plate QWS . The
H-polarized component in AL arm is transformed into V-polarization by the 1/2-wave-plate HWS .
After reflected by HR3, both components go through the lens2. We also arrange the lens2 to make
the distances from its main optical axis to the AR or AL arm be all equal to df . After the lens2, the
two arms parallel propagate, whose separation distance is D/FBTD, which is the same as that before
the lens1. The two arms go through BTD2, which expand their separation distance by the factor of
FBTD. Thus, after BTD2, the separation distance of the two arms is transformed back into D. The
two arms parallel propagate and enter the BD2, which combine the two arms into the A00 mode. In
our presented experiment, the distance between lens1 and lens2 is carefully set to be 2F0 in order to
enable the combination of the two arms via BD2 is perfect. The measured loss of the mode A00 via AR
(AL) path escaping from cavity per round trip is 3.2% (3.2%), showing that the interferometer-based
cavity supports the AR and AL arms to serve as cavity modes.

In our experiment, we have to individually operate polarizations of the Stokes (anti-Stokes) photons
propagating in the arms AR and AL. For example, we insert the 1/2 wave-plate HWAS (HWS) only
in the AL arm after BD1(BD2), which transform its H-polarization to V-polarization. For achieving
the individual polarization operations, the separation distance D between the two arms is required
to be more than the diameter of the cavity mode A00. In our presented experiment, we set D=5.5
mm, which is larger than the diameter of A00. Without the BTDs, the separation distance of the two
arms at lens1 (lens2) will be D=2df =5.5mm. To achieve a long-lived memory, we have to suppress
decoherence due to atomic motions, which in turn require to achieve long wave-length SW storage and
then decrease the angle [1]. With BTD1, the separation distance 2df at the lens1 (lens2) is changed into
2df=D/FBTD. To achieve small values of the angles, we use the lenses with F0 =1.5m and BTD1 with
factor of FBTD=2. So, the angles can be given as θR = θL = df/ (FBTDL0) = df/ (FBTDF0) ≈ 0.0530

, which corresponds to a millisecond lifetime [1]. It is noted that for briefly and clearly explaining the
ring cavity combined with the polarization interferometer, we neglected the BTDs in the Fig.1 in the
main text.

In our presented experiment, the measured total cavity loss is 13%, which includes: (1) Transmission
losses due to the non-polarization beam splitters BS1 and BS2 (see Fig.1 in the main text), which are
1% and 3%, respectively; (2) Optical loss due to imperfect reflections of HR1,2,3, which is 1%; (3)
Transmission losses of the optical elements (BDs, BTDs, lens1,2, and wave-plates, et.al.), which is
4.8%; (4) Loss of the mode AR (AL ) escaping from the cavity per round trip, which is 3.2% (3.2%).
The length of the ring cavity is 6 m, corresponding to a free spectral range of 50 MHz. The refection
rate of the OC is 80%. The cavity has finesses of 16.9 and 17.0 for the modes AR and AL. The spot
sizes of both modes at the location O (the center of the atoms) are all 0.5mm.

The dispersion of the Stokes and anti-Stokes fields due to the beam displacers is very small and then
can be neglected. In our experiment, the relative phase between two Stokes (anti-Stokes) fields propa-
gating from BD1 to BD2 via AR and AL arms is compensated to be zero with the phase compensator
(labeled as PC in Fig.1). Thus, the sum of ϕS and ϕAS is set to zero. Since the phase compensator
is formed by wave-plates [1], this phase compensation is passively. By changing the frequency of the
write (read) laser beam, we tune the frequency of the Stokes (anti-Stokes) field and then make Stokes
(anti-Stokes) field resonate with the cavity. The Stokes emissions into AR and AL modes are both
enhanced by a factor of 2F/π by the cavity. Also, the efficiencies for retrieving the two SWs MR and
ML are enhanced through the Purcell effect [2].

A.2 Experimental details

The experiment is performed in a cyclic fashion. In each experimental cycle, the durations for preparing
cold atoms and running the experiment for spin-wave-photon entanglement (SWPE) generation are 42
ms and 8 ms, respectively, corresponding to a 20-Hz cycle frequency. During the preparation stage,
more than 108 atoms of 87Rb are trapped in a two-dimensional magneto-optical trap (MOT) for 41.5
ms and further cooled via Sisyphus cooling for 0.5 ms.The cloud of cold atoms has a size of 5×2×2
mm3, a temperature of 100 µK, and an optical density of 16. At the end of this preparation stage, a bias
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magnetic field of B0=4G is applied along the z-axis (see Fig. 1a), and the atoms are optically pumped
into the initial level

∣∣∣52S1/2, F = 1,m = 0
〉
. After the preparation stage, the 8-ms experimental run

containing a large number of SWPE-generation trials starts. At the beginning of a trial, a write pulse
with a duration of 300 ns is applied to the atomic ensemble to generate correlated pairs of Stokes
photons and spin-wave excitations. The detection events at the Stokes detectors D1 and D2 in Fig.
1a are analyzed with a field-programmable gate array (FPGA).As soon as a Stokes photon qubit is
detected by either one of these detectors, SWPE is generated and the FPGA sends out a feed-forward
signal to stop the write processes. After a storage time t, a read laser pulse with a duration of 300 ns is
applied to the atoms to convert the spin-wave qubit into the anti-Stokes photon qubit. After a 1300-ns
interval, a cleaning pulse with a duration of 200 ns is applied to pump the atoms into the initial level∣∣∣52S1/2, F = 1,m = 0

〉
. Then, the next SWPE-generation trial starts. However, in most cases, the

Stokes photon is not detected during the write pulse owing to the low excitation probability (χ ≤ 2%
). If this is the case, the atoms are pumped directly back into the initial level by the read and cleaning
pulses. Subsequently, the next trial starts, i.e., the write pulse is applied. The delay between the two
adjacent write pulses for a storage time of t ≈ 1µs is 2000 ns.Therefore, the 8-ms experimental run
contains 4000 experimental trials. Considering that a 1-s experiment contains 20 cycles, the repetition
rate of the SWPE-generation trail is r = 8× 104 .

The powers of the two beams applied onto the atoms are 300 µW and 10 mW, respectively. The
read laser is red-detuned by 110 MHz to the transition |b〉 → |e2〉 . To block the write (read) laser
beam in the Stokes and anti-Stokes channels, we place an optical-spectrum-filter set (OSFS) before
each polarization beam splitter PBSS (PBSAS).Each OSFS comprises five Fabry–Perot etalons, which
attenuate the write (read) beam by a factor of 8.1 ∗ 10−12 (3.8 ∗ 10−11 ) and transmit the Stokes (anti-
Stokes) fields with a transmission of 56%. Additionally, in the Stokes (anti-Stokes) detection channel,
the spatial separation of the Stokes (anti-Stokes fields) from the strong write (read) beam attenuates
the write (read) beam by a factor of 10−4 .In this experiment, we measured the uncorrelated noise
probability in the anti-Stokes mode, which is pN ≈ 10−4 per read pulse (300 ns). Such uncorrelated
noise mainly results from the leakage of the read beam into the anti-Stokes detection channel.

The efficiency of the Stokes (anti- Stokes) photons escaping from the ring cavity is defined as ηesp =
TOC

TOC+L , where TOC = 20% is the transmission of the output coupler mirror, and L ≈ 13% is the cavity
total loss. Thus, we have ηesp ≈ 60.6% .

The transmission efficiency ηT of the Stokes (anti-Stokes) photons from the cavity to the detectors
includes the coupling efficiency ηSMF ≈ 0.71 of the single-mode fiber SMFAS , the transmission ηFilter ≈
0.56 of the optical-spectrum-filter set (OSFS), and the transmission ηMMF ≈ 0.92 of the multi-mode
fiber. Therefore, ηT = 0.71× 0.56× 0.92 ≈ 36.6%.

The total efficiency of detecting the Stokes (anti-Stokes) photon is given by ηTD = ηesp × ηT × ηD ,
where ηD is the quantum efficiency of the single-photon detectors ( D1 , D2 , D3 and D4), whose value
is ηD ≈ 68% in our experiment. So, we have ηTD = ηesp × ηT × ηD ≈ 15% .

All error bars in the experimental data represent a ±1 standard deviation, which is estimated from
Poissonian detection statistics using Monte Carlo simulations.

A.3 Measurement for the intrinsic retrieval efficiency
In DLCZ memory experiments, the relationship of the probabilities of detecting a Stokes, anti-Stokes
photons and coincidence can written as[3]:

PS,aS = χRincηSηaS + PSPaS

where, χ is the excitation probability, PS,aS the probability of detecting a coincidence between the
Stokes and anti-Stokes fields, PS = χηS +BηS (PaS = χRincηaS +CηaS ) the probability of detecting
photon in the Stokes (anti-Stokes) field, ηaS and ηS are the overall detection efficiencies in the anti-
Stokes and Stokes channels, respectively, B (C) is the background noise in the Stokes (anti-Stokes)
channel.From this relationship, the intrinsic retrieval efficiency can be given by Rinc = PS,aS

−PSPaS

χηSηaS
=
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PS,aS
−PSPaS

(PS−BηS)ηaS
. It also can be written as Rinc = Rnet

ηaS
, where, Rnet = PS,aS

−PSPaS

PS−BηS
denotes the net

retrieval efficiency, which has been used in Ref.[4].For the case that the background noise B is very
small and can be neglected, one has Rinc = PS,aS

−PSPaS

PSηaS
= PS/aS

−PaS

ηaS
, which has been used in Ref.

[5], where, PaS/S refers to the detection probability of a anti-Stokes photon conditioned upon the
detection of a photon in the Stokes field. In the case of that the excitation probability χ and the
background noise B and C are all very small, the accident coincidence PSPaS will be far less than
the coincidence probability PS,aS and then Rinc ≈ PS,aS

ηaSPS
. In our presented work, the excitation

probability χ ∼ 0.01/trial and the background noise B ∼ 10−5 and C ∼ 5×10−4 are all very small, we
then measure the intrinsic retrieval efficiency of the SW qubit according to Rincqbit = PS,AS/ (ηTDPS) ,
where PS,AS = PD1,D3

+PD2,D4
,PD1,D3

(PD2,D4
) is the probability of detecting a coincidence between

the detectors D1 ( D2) and D3 ( D4 ) for θS = θAS = 0◦ ,PS = PD1
+PD2

, PD1
(PD2

) is the probability
of detecting a photon at D1 (D2).

A.4 Estimation of the memory lifetime limited by atomic-motion-induced decoherence

The lifetime τa limited by atomic-motion-induced decoherence can be expressed by τa =
(kw − kS) sin θ/va [1, 6], where,va =

√
kBT/m denotes the average atomic speed, kB Boltzmann’s

constant, T the average temperature of the atoms,kw (kS ) denotes the wave-vector of the write
beam (Stokes photon),θ = |θR| = |θL|.According to this expression and our experimental set up with
θ = 0.0530 , we estimated that the memory lifetime τa to be 1.4 ms.

A.5 Improvement on the total detection efficiencies

The low total detection efficiency can be effectively improved in future work. Assuming that the
cavity loss reduces to 1%, the cavity escaping efficiency ηesp will be up to 95%.urthermore, the effi-
ciencies ηSMFS

, ηFilter , and ηMMF can be greatly improve to 99%, 99%, and 99%.One can also
use superconductor single-photon detectors with a detection efficiency of 95% [7] instead of silicon-
avalanche-photodiode single-photon detectors. With the aforementioned improvements, the total de-
tection efficiency would change to

ηTD = ηesp × ηSMFS
× ηFilter × ηMMF × ηD ≈ 0.98 ∗ 0.99 ∗ 0.98 ∗ 0.99 ∗ 0.95 ≈ 88%

A.6 Repeater rates for distributing an entangled photon pair over distances up to 1000 km through
a multiplexed QR using cavity-perfectly-enhanced or cavity-imperfectly-enhanced schemes

On the basis of two-photon interference, the repeater rate for distributing an entangled photon pair
over a distance through multiplexed [8-11] DLCZ QR protocols with nest level n can be evaluated by
the following equation [12]:

Rrate ≈
1
Tcc

P
(N)
0

(∏j=4
j=1

Pj

)
Ppr

where Tcc = L0/c is the communication time with c being the speed of light in fibers and L0 = L/n

the distance between two nodes belonging to an elementary link; P (N)
0 = 1 − (1− P0)N ≈ NP0 is

the success probability for entanglement generation in an individual elementary link using multiplexed
nodes that each store N qubits,with P0 =

(
χ2e−L0/Lattη2

FCη
2
TD

)
/2 being that using non-multiplexed

nodes, ηFC being the memory-to-telecom frequency conversion efficiency, ηTD being the total detection
efficiency, and the factor 1/2 being due to double-excitation events from a single node [12, 13]; Pj =[(
R0e

−tj−1/τ0
)2
η2
TD

]
/2 with j = 1ton = 4 is the success probability for entanglement swapping at

the i-th level, with τ0 the lifetime of the multiplexed node memory based on an atomic ensemble, and
the qubit retrieval efficiency of the memory at zero delay;t0 ' Tcc/P

(N)
0 = Tcc/ (NP0) is the time

needed for the elementary entanglement generation; tj ' tj−1/Pj j = 1ton = 4 is the time needed for
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the ith-level entanglement swapping; and Ppr ≈
(
R0e

−t4/τ0
)2
/2 is the probability for distributing an

entangled photon pair over the distance L.
In an optical EIT storage [14], the 1/e lifetime of τ0 = 16s by apply dynamic decoupling pulse

sequences has been achieved. Quantum memories with comparable storage time may be within reach.
The multiplexed storages of qubits with hundreds of spatial modes [15] and tens of temporal modes
[16] have been demonstrated via DLCZ protocol in cold atoms. Thus, one can achieve multiplexed
qubit memories with thousands of modes by combining both schemes [17, 18] into individual systems.
For the case that high-performance quantum technologies including large-scale-multiplexing (e.g., 1000
modes), cavity-enhanced-retrieval and long-lifetime (16 s) quantum storages, high-efficiency memory-
to-telecom frequency conversion (with efficiency of 33%) [13] as well as superconductor single-photon
detections [7] (with efficiency of 95%) are integrated into individual repeater nodes, we calculate the
repeater rate for distributing an entangled photon pair over distance L through 4-level QR through
Eq.(S1) and present the results in Fig.8.The blue solid and red dashed curves are the results for the
cases of using cavity-perfectly-enhanced (CPE) retrieval ( R0 ≈ 80% ) and cavity-imperfectly-enhanced
(CIE) retrieval (R0 ≈ 60%) schemes, respectively, where, the other parameters are the same.For a fixed
repeater rate of 10−4, one can see that the QR using CPE-retrieval nodes may achieve an entangled
photon pair distribution over L ≈ 1000km , while that using CIE retrieval nodes may only achieve
entanglement distribution over L ≈ 430km , showing a significant advance of CPE over CIE retrieval
schemes.

Figure 8: Calculated repeater rates as functions of entanglement distribution over distance L according to Eq. S1,
where the blue solid (red dash) curve corresponds to the quantum repeater using nodes with zero-delay retrieval
efficiency R0 ≈ 80% (R0 ≈ 60% ). The parameters used in the calculation are: nest level n=4, mode number
N=1000, memory lifetime τ0 = 16s , total detection efficiency ηT D ≈ 88% for the Stokes (anti-Stokes) detection
channel, and quantum frequency conversion efficiency ηF C = 33% .

.
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